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growing, and harvesting.. the agricultural process which ... x is what it

means and to say that there is no sowing makes no sense... thc and there

are quite a few cases ..an English Miern- idium is that it is good arti cold

today, isn't it. We don't mean that it is good, we mean that it is bad. Or

We--We very often see two words together. It is a 3C feature of language

which ac has been... and it is not recognized... if you take the hei&1r-hendiadys...

something which is contrary...this makes perfect sense for someone in Isaiah's

day, and ...he was nct slaughtered in an uprising, wyes, the wcrd really

means ...and if there is some exegetical question... and I think tI t puts it

with the ... not free to follow the course of truth...and in the second place

with the thought that ...the word doesn't sit I very well. To say that he was

taken away by judgiL it " is often in the sense cf true judgmert. Judgment

will come down like re4irain upon the earth. That is what means. " .an

organized system... they were people who would force people ,. .mispath

is a very good thing.. .in the sense of source mispath is & but it is still by

--I do not think in this case it could refer to the justice of God. Beaus

There is an occasional person put into prison through a miscarriage of mispath.

I have a ; book written by a friedcnd cI mine abo.t a man who was put in prison

for 20 years for murder. And his uncle killed a girl in his presence, and then

told him, Run for your life, and he ran and hid and the police found hi m and they

4eht thought that because he had run it was proof that he was gui'ty and his

uncle testified to the fact that he bad seen him do it, and so he was cete- convicted

o f murder and put in the penkitentiary. His uncle was a leader was in a wicked

ring that this x girl was about to expose and he killed the girl in order to shut her

up and lnoc later ...and then a new prisoner came to the jr ison...and the fellow
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